CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES
THE MODERN WORKPLACE
Furniture Solutions

Correctional Industries offers a broad assortment of furniture to help you balance flexibility, privacy, technology, style and price. To facilitate this challenging task, our dedicated staff can provide assistance with product specifications, space planning and project management. Furnish your entire office in one stop: from panel systems to seating that fits every size and shape.

CUSTOM DESIGN
Have a unique or unusual furnishing need? Our team of designers will work with you to create customized products to fit your need perfectly. Design services are free when you purchase corresponding products from Correctional Industries.

SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES
We recognize our responsibility to protect human health, the environment and natural resources. Whenever possible, Correctional Industries uses environmentally-friendly finishes and recycled wood, metal and fabrics.

LOCAL ECONOMY
Everybody wins when local dollars stay local. By purchasing from local suppliers and supplying jobs, Correctional Industries contributes more than $30 million each year to Washington’s economy.

VALUE ADDED
CI’s production and installation needs are fulfilled by offenders serving time at Washington state correctional facilities. Offenders with job skills are less likely to offend again and the wages they earn from CI defray the cost of incarceration, making the most of your taxpayer dollars.
Workplace Best Practices*

**Work Patterns** drive workplace design.
- Surveys capture current & future work patterns
- Data supports decisions about workspace layout

**Mobile Technology** is available to all.
- Critical enabling factor
- Work can occur anywhere
- Includes applications, devices and infrastructure

**Acoustics & Privacy** are carefully managed.
- Absorptive materials
- White noise systems
- Distributed meeting & privacy rooms
- Behavioral adjustments

**Neighborhoods** support work patterns.
- Provides degrees of privacy & interaction
- Fosters a sense of workplace identity

Access to **Daylight and Views**.
- Lower panel heights
- Semi-transparent walls
- Hard wall spaces shifted to the interior

**Flexibility** is key.
- Multi-use spaces & furniture
- Re-locatable walls and infrastructure
- Staff mind-set
- Effective change management

*Images and content courtesy of GSA*
Workplace Pattern Framework*

**Configure Workspaces Based on Work.**

**Desk Bound**
- Auditors
- Attorneys
- Contracting Officers

**Internally Mobile**
- Program Managers
- Leadership

**Externally Mobile**
- Case Management
- Enforcement Officers

*Images and content courtesy of GSA*
For years, Correctional Industries has provided extensive space planning services for government facility projects, ranging from small workstations to large office buildings. Our designers offer working solutions that are cost-effective and improve the overall effectiveness of your space. Whether you are re-configuring an existing space or starting from scratch, we will design solutions that meet your needs and fit your budget.

Utilizing the latest version of AutoCAD® software, our team of designers work with government agencies, school districts, higher education, nonprofit organizations, and private entities that provide services to public agencies, such as architectural and construction firms. Correctional Industries can help you with space planning and design, building plans, blueprint conversions, redrafting shop drawings, fire evacuation plans, and scanning and archiving prints.
Office of Financial Management Reconfigure
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Some of the newest ideas in interior design are rooted in the traditions of other disciplines. Benching designs, common in the laboratory sciences, are being recognized for their efficiency and adapted to new environments. In these designs a single panel run topped by glass divider screens can separate banks of users from one another, without denying either of them access to power. Standard raceways at their bases allow electrical receptacles and data jacks to be placed on both sides of the panels.
Efficient and simple, StyleLinks Benching maximizes the square footage of a workspace. Its universal design supports the focused work of an individual, serves as a touch-down space for a temporary user and facilitates the collaborative process of a group. StyleLinks has a unique telescoping base that supports change. Worksurfaces may be easily removed or added to a base – expanding or contracting work areas. Optional privacy screens, dividers and modesty panels enable users to define personal space and establish a higher degree of privacy in open, collaborative environments.
HurryUp! Tables

HurryUp! tables put you on the fast track when it comes to setting up, re-configuring, and storing tables. When you have a table on casters that flips and nests, it doesn’t get much easier. Flip the quick and simple one-step release to flip and lock the top.
Athens Tables

Athens adjustable tables bring people together with flexibility, inspiring conversation and collaboration. Whether it’s to grab a bite to eat or engage in a lively conversation, Athens adjustable tables are perfect for cafés, lounges — anywhere people gather. The simple height adjustment mechanism allows for smooth transitions to various heights, giving Athens adjustable tables a useful adaptive quality—for a variety of purposes.
Trek Tables

Trek tables offer a fresh, contemporary look for training rooms, cafés, or multi-purpose rooms. The angled profile of the Trek leg is a significant departure from traditional floor-hugging bases. Our edge styles offer subtle visual accents, while the dramatic glide design complements the leg profile. Trek tables offer great design and superior functionality, and are available as folding, fixed or fliptop models with standard or lightweight tops.
Genesis Adjustable Tables

With the Genesis adjustable desk system, any user can easily adjust their worksurface to make them the most comfortable. It’s as easy as raising and lowering your chair. Genesis free standing desks make it simple to re-configure, and at the same time, allow for combinations of fixed and user adjustable surfaces to increase worker efficiency and effectiveness.
Desk Lighting

Our lighting collection features both desktop and under cabinet lights with sleek profiles that blend well with any environment. In addition to being energy efficient and cost-effective, the collection offers features such as occupancy sensors, dimmers and USB ports.

Edge Monitor Arms

As technology advances and monitors are becoming lighter and wider, challenges re-created in workstation design. The EDGE Evolve allows the merger of form and function with one product that will easily adapt to the fluidly changing needs of today’s workplace. Whether you have a shallow or deep worksurface, 1, 2, 3 or more monitors, the EDGE Evolve can adapt to fit your needs.
Ithaca Ultra Task Chair

Modern styling meets old-world executive comfort with the Ithaca Ultra High-Back Task Chair. Its soft mesh back contribute more than just a distinctive aesthetic, they improve air circulation for greater thermal comfort. Paired with this cutting-edge material is a classic upholstered foam seat with waterfall edge to provide a soft sit. Though it uses a mix of materials, Ithaca Ultra is single-minded in its focus on the user.

Responder Task Chair

The Responder heavy duty task chair features a powder coat steel frame, replaceable upholstery to extend the life of the chair, and head, neck and body cupping cushions to relieve fatigue. Adjustable seat and arm height help everyone find their correct seat height.

Speedo Task Chair

Comfort and reduced strain help boost job satisfaction and productivity. The ergonomic Speedo task chair accommodates any user with a multitude of settings and adjustments.
Navigator Air Guest Seating

Like their task chair and stool counterparts, Navigator Air nesting chairs offer modern style wrapped in polyester mesh. In addition to fixed arms, Navigator Air chairs are available with tablet arm options that can fold down beside the seat when not in use.
Octave Guest Seating

Let every conversation commence on a high note with Octave Stools. These stools are available with a round or square cushion, in a wide range of fabrics. The stools feature an adjustable height cylinder on a circular polished metal base which returns the seat to its original height and orientation when weight is removed. There is also a foot rest that provides for comfortable seating over time. Octave is environmentally friendly with a 100% recyclable seat and base.

Alta Guest Seating

Standard Alta, with its sleek lines, stylish looks and modern design, updates any room. Whether in a conference room, waiting room, training room, food service area or office guest area, all who experience Alta Standard will appreciate the ergonomic design complete with contoured seat and back support, as well as the comfort of the foam-cushioned and upholstered seat and backrest. As refined as it is in design, it also is in function. Stackability offers easy, organized storage and saves valuable space.
Revelation Guest Seating

This is definitely not your average stack chair. Simplicity of design and ease of movement are the motivating factors behind the highly versatile Revelation Seating. Its contemporary design and variety of fabrics and finishes make it the perfect addition to any business environment. From an office, to a waiting room, to a meeting facility, Revelation adds style to every space.

The line itself offers several different models – a fabric seat and back, fabric seat and poly back, poly seat and poly back, and arm and no-arm styles. The frames are powder coated in black, warm gray, or even chrome to match the decor of any office.

Solitude Guest Seating

Comfort and style have never been so affordable thanks to Solitude Seating. The back flex of Solitude offers remarkable comfort. Its unique shell is contoured and scaled to minimize pressure points. This shape also gives solitude seating a distinctive look and feel in any environment. Best of all, Solitude is also an elegant stack chair solution — perfect for guest seating, cafeteria, waiting rooms and more.
City Club Guest Seating

City Club guest seating is an updated version of the classic club chair. Polished aluminum feet and crisp lines distinguish it from the rest. Comfortable and stylish, City Club is an excellent choice for use in a reception or waiting area.
Bene Guest Seating

Entice people to sit and connect with Bene, an open, plush, and cushy chair. Bene is the perfect combination of scale and dimension that offers a wide array of set up options. Enable conversation and collaboration through this approachable lounge chair.
MISSION STATEMENT

As a business, Correctional Industries is committed to maintain and expand offender work training programs which develop marketable job skills, instill and promote positive work ethics, and reduce the tax burden of corrections.

SHOWROOM APPOINTMENTS

Take the opportunity to try before you buy and visit our showroom located in Tumwater Washington. Correctional Industries’ knowledgeable and friendly staff will assist you in finding the products and services that are right for you. Or check out our design center and select from a variety of fabric and laminate samples, pick up our newest catalogs and brochures, or come in for a personalized chair demonstration. To schedule an appointment please call our Administrative Sales Assistant at 360.725.9100.

Correctional Industries
801 88th AVE SE
Tumwater, WA 98501

DIRECTIONS FROM I-5

Take the Scott Lake Exit 99 and travel East on 93rd Ave SW. Continue through two all-way stops, and turn left onto Tilley Road S (Tilley becomes 88th Ave SE). Enter the Washington State Light Industrial Park on your right. Visitor parking is in the front.